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Objective: To investigate the association between Guillain-Barré syndrome (GBS) and COVID-19 vaccina-
tion.
Background: On July 13, 2021, the US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) released a new warning that
Johnson & Johnson COVID-19 vaccine could increase the risk of developing GBS.
Methods: The reporting rate of adult GBS after COVID-19 vaccination, ascertained with Brighton criteria,
was compared with the reporting rate after other vaccinations during the same time period, and also
compared with the reporting rate during control periods. Statistical methods such as proportion tests,
and Pearson’s chi-squared test were utilized to identify significant relationships. Self-controlled and case
centered analyses were conducted. A machine learning model was utilized to identify the factors associ-
ated with a worse outcome defined as emergency room (ER) or doctor visits, hospitalizations, and deaths.
Results: The reporting rate of GBS after COVID-19 vaccination was significantly higher than after influ-
enza and other vaccinations (49.7, 0.19, 0.16 per 10 million, p < 0.0001). However, the reporting rate
was within the incidence range of GBS in the general population. Using self-controlled and case centered
analyses, there was a significant difference in the reporting rate of GBS after COVID-19 vaccination
between the risk period and control period (p < 0.0001). There was an estimated 0.7–1.7 per million
excess reports of GBS within 6 weeks of COVID-19 vaccination. Machine learning model demonstrated
that female gender and age between 18 and 44 are associated with worse outcome. No association
was found between the onset interval of GBS and its prognosis.
Conclusions: Although the reporting rate of GBS after COVID-19 vaccination was not statistically different
than that of the general population, the increased reporting of GBS within the first 6 weeks after COVID-
19 vaccination, more so than with other vaccinations, suggests that some cases of GBS are temporally
associated with COVID-19 vaccination. However, there is a reduction in the reporting rate of GBS after
other vaccines, compared to reporting rates pre-COVID-19, highlighting limitations inherent in any pas-
sive surveillance system. These findings warrant continuous analysis of GBS after COVID-19 vaccination.
Further improvement of the machine learning model is needed for clinical use.

� 2022 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

On July 13, 2021, the US Food and Drug Administration (FDA)
announced that due to preliminary reports in the Vaccine Adverse
Event Reporting System (VAERS) data, the Johnson & Johnson
COVID-19 vaccine could increase the risk of developing Guillain
Barre Syndrome (GBS) [1]. At that time, about 100 preliminary
reports of GBS had been detected after 12.8 million doses of J&J’s
COVID-19 vaccine. This FDA warning could fuel vaccine hesitancy
which remains one of the largest barriers to administration in
the United States. Thus, it is of great important to elucidate
cause-effect associations, side effects, and adverse events related
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to the COVID-19 vaccine [2]. We conducted this study using VAERS
data to investigate whether there is sufficient evidence to deter-
mine an association between GBS and COVID-19 vaccinations.
We also sought to identify patient variables that may be more
likely to result in a worse outcome of GBS within these cases, using
a machine learning model.
Table 1
The reporting rate of COVID-19, influenza, and all other vaccinations during the
vaccine time period defined as December 1st, 2020, to October 31st, 2021. There were
more reports of life-threatening events, hospitalizations, permanent disabilities, and
deaths that resulted from COVID-19 vaccinations than both influenza and all other
vaccinations in the COVID-19 vaccination period. Percentage is the number of cases
with that endpoint over the total number of cases of GBS after that vaccination type.
* denotes significance at p<0.0001

COVID-19
vaccinations

Influenza
vaccinations

All other
vaccinations

Reporting Rate per 1
million

4.97* 0.02 0.02

Emergency Room or Doctor
Visits

299 (29 %) 0 3 (75 %)

Death 16 (1.6 %) 0 0
Hospitalizations: 747 (73 %) 1 (33 %) 3 (25 %)
Average Length of Stay if

Hospitalized (days)
12 Unknown 10
2. Methods

VAERS data on all reports filed under the symptom ‘‘Guillain-
Barre Syndrome” from all vaccinations were collected from the
publicly available VAERS website and divided into three main peri-
ods. The Brighton criteria was used to determine high and low
diagnostic probability of GBS [3]. The Brighton criteria is graded
on a level ranging from 4, the lowest diagnostic certainty to 1,
and the highest. Level 4 is given when there is no alternative diag-
nosis available to explain weakness and one other finding related
to GBS. These include a diminished or absent deep tendon reflex,
monophasic time course, bilateral and flaccid weakness of limb,
CSF cell count <50 cell/lL, CSF protein concentration greater than
normal and nerve conduction studies suggestive of GBS. Level 3
includes the history and physical examination findings previously
listed and no alternative diagnosis. Level 2 includes everything in
level 3 in addition to nerve conduction studies. Level 4 include
cases that are reported as GBS but do not include any of the above
diagnostic information and do not meet any of the above levels.
Level 1 includes every finding and adds CSF results. Cases were
graded based on information given in the ‘‘Write-Up” and ‘‘Diag-
nostic Lab Data” section in the VAERS database. All GBS cases were
graded and cases with levels 1–3 were included in the first analy-
sis, with all statistics computed again including cases of level 4.
The first period, considered to be the control period as it was before
the beginning of the COVID-19 pandemic and all COVID-19 vacci-
nations, was all reported cases between January 1st, 2019, to
November 31st, 2019. The next period was the COVID-19 pan-
demic period, before the administration of any COVID-19 vaccines:
January 1st, 2020, to November 31st, 2020. The third period was
the COVID-19 vaccination period: December 1st, 2020, to the end
of the data collection period, which was October 31st, 2021. All
demographic, nominal and descriptive data were collected for all
reports of GBS. The reporting rate of GBS after COVID-19 vaccina-
tions was compared to the reporting rate of GBS after influenza
vaccinations and compared to the reporting rate of GBS after all
other vaccinations. Adapted from Greene et al. 2012, self-
controlled analysis and case centered analysis were used [4].
Self-controlled risk interval analysis compared GBS onset in the
defined risk period, 3 days–6 weeks after vaccine administration
to the control period which was 11–16 weeks after vaccination.
7–10 weeks was defined as a washout period. Case centered anal-
ysis was used to adjust for any independent variables that may
affect both vaccination and GBS. The number of vaccine adminis-
trations that were between 3 days and 6 weeks before the onset
of GBS was compared to those administrations that were 7–
12 weeks before the onset. In this analysis, the null hypothesis
was an equivalent computed risk in the risk period compared to
the control period. A 6-week period was chosen due to prior stud-
ies, on the association with GBS and the influenza vaccine, demon-
strating that most cases occurred within this interval [5]. Multiple
proportion test was used to compare the reporting rates.

Machine learning, using a decision tree algorithm, was used to
predict endpoints of the cases. These endpoints include emergency
room (ER) and doctor visits, hospitalization, and death. These case
characteristics are all reported within VAERS. A random forest clas-
sifier model was used to remedy any overfitting of data. For the 3
random forest models, the parameter of 100 decision trees was set.
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Feature importance from the random forest model was placed on a
scale from 0.0 to 1.0, with a higher value correlating to a higher
impact on the prediction model. The feature importance classifica-
tion for the model predicting death was conducted. A confusion
matrix was constructed for endpoints of interest, noted earlier.
Confusion matrices illustrate the results of the trained machine
learning model on test data and used to test the accuracy of the
machine learning model. In this case, the reports of GBS after
COVID-19 vaccination in the vaccine time period was split into
80:20 where 80 % of the data was used to train the prediction
model and 20 % was used to test. Accuracy of the model was
obtained using the formula, Accuracy = (True Positive + True Nega-
tive)/(True Positive + True Negative + False Positive + False Nega-
tive). Due to the fact that classification accuracy alone can be
misleading if there are an unequal number of observations in each
class, confusion matrices were chosen to better illustrate the per-
formance of the model. On the y axis of the matrix, 0 and 1 are
the true characteristics of the patient, 0 being they did not have
the endpoint and 1 being they did. The x-axis of the matrix is the
output prediction of the machine leaning model, 0 for prediction
of not having the endpoint and 1 for prediction of having the end-
point. (0,1) is a false negative, (0,0) is a true negative, (1,1) is a true
positive, (1,0) is a false positive.

Statistical methods such as multiple proportion test, and Pear-
son’s chi-squared test were used to compare the mean age of
patients, the reporting rates, and relative risk or risk difference
with its corresponding confidence intervals. Alpha level
(a = 0.05) was used to determine statistical significance.
3. Results

During the COVID-19 vaccination time period, VAERS reported a
total of 1,310 cases of GBS, among those, 1,019 cases fulfilled the
Brighton criteria level of 1–3. The mean age of patients was not sig-
nificantly different from the vaccine period, when compared to the
pre-pandemic and pre-vaccine time periods (52.6 ± 17.7 years vs
51.62 ± 24.9 years vs 55.8 ± 23.2 years, p > 0.05) respectively. In
the vaccine period, 49.6 % were female, 49.2 % were male, and gen-
der was unknown for 1.2 % of patients. In the vaccine period, for
cases of GBS after COVID-19 vaccination, 10 % patients were
reported to have acute illness symptoms such as cough, fever, diar-
rhea, congestion, or rhinorrhea that immediately preceded or were
concurrent with the reported GBS symptoms and 1 % of patients
reported these acute illness symptoms before vaccination. (1.2 %)
12 cases reported confirmed campylobacter, mycoplasma or active
CMV, HIV or herpes zoster infection. No patients who developed
GBS after influenza or all other vaccinations reported infectious
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symptoms or had a confirmed identified causative organism. The
reporting rate of GBS after COVID-19 vaccination was 4.97 per 1
million, which is in the range expected in the general population
(Table 1). 88 and 62 cases of GBS were reported in the pre-
pandemic and pre-vaccine time periods. The reporting rate of
GBS after influenza vaccination was also significantly different dur-
ing the studied 3 time periods (0.25 vs 0.21 vs 0.02 per 1 million,
p < 0.0001) for the pre-pandemic, pre-vaccine, and vaccine period
respectively and was the lowest during the vaccine time period
despite an approximately 10 % increase in the total number of
doses administered of the influenza vaccination from the 2019–
2020 season to the 2020–2021 season [6]. The reporting rate of
GBS after other vaccines (0.17 vs 0.09 vs 0.02 per 1 million,
p < 0.0001) for the pre-pandemic, pre-vaccine, and vaccine time
period was also significantly different during the studied 3 time
periods and was the lowest during the vaccine time period. This
was paralleled by no significant decrease in rate of administered
doses of vaccines analyzed [7]. When the cases were divided based
on manufacturer of the COVID-19 vaccine, Johnson and Johnson
had a significantly higher rate than either Pfizer/BioNTech or Mod-
erna. The reporting rates were 11.51 vs 1.23 vs 2.55 per million for
the Johnson and Johnson, Moderna, and Pfizer/BioNTech manufac-
turers respectively. Based on VAERS data, the reporting rate of non-
GBS adverse events after COVID-19 vaccination was significantly
higher compared to non-GBS events after influenza vaccines and
all other vaccines during the vaccine time period (4100 vs 30 vs
100 per 1 million p < 0.0001) respectively. When onset intervals
of the adverse event were available, their patterns in GBS and
non-GBS events after COVID-19 vaccination were different: the
median onset interval of GBS was 10 days and is longer than the
median onset interval of non-GBS events, which was 1 day.
73.8 % of non-GBS events and only 43 % of GBS cases were reported
within the first week after COVID-19 vaccination (Fig. 1). In the
COVID-19 vaccine period, disregarding cases that began earlier
than 3 days after vaccination, GBS occurred within six weeks of
vaccination in 87 % of cases. The distribution of reported GBS cases
within the first six weeks was imbalanced with 53 % occurring in
the first 2 weeks: 25 % was reported in the first week, 28 % in
the second week. 21 % of cases occurred between the third and
sixth weeks of vaccination and 13 % after six weeks of vaccination.
The likelihood of observing a distribution over six weeks with at
least this degree of imbalance by chance alone is low (p < 0.0001).
Fig. 1. Onset interval of GBS and non G
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There were 1,012 cases of GBS after COVID-19 vaccination, 3
cases after Influenza vaccination and 4 cases after all other vacci-
nations during the COVID-19 vaccination time period. The report-
ing rate of GBS after COVID-19 vaccination was significantly higher
compared to GBS after influenza vaccination and all other vaccina-
tions respectively. The reporting rate of GBS with 6 weeks after
vaccination was significantly higher than the incidence of GBS in
general population. The CDC estimates an incidence of GBS equiv-
alent to 10–20 per 1 million people per year [8]. This is in agree-
ment with previously published data that was calculated using
widely accepted definitions of GBS, including the Brighton criteria
as well as the National Institute of Neurological and Communica-
tive Disorders and Stroke definition and others [9]. Between
Brighton criteria level 1 and 3 and other definitions, case identifi-
cation is comparable. We estimate 0.7 (95 % CI 0.62–0.80) per 1
million vaccinated to 1.7 (95 % CI 1.60–1.89) per 1 million vacci-
nated excess GBS reports vaccinated within 6 weeks after COVID-
19 vaccination.

The self-controlled analysis demonstrated a greater relative risk
within the risk period when compared to the control period. This
showed a significant increase in cases in the risk period vs control
period, 64 % vs 2 % respectively (p < 0.0001) (Fig. 2A). Similar
results were observed with case centered analysis (Fig. 2B). It
demonstrated significant increase in reporting rate of GBS in the
risk time period (defined as the 6 weeks preceding the occurrence
of GBS) compared to the control time period (7–12 weeks preced-
ing the occurrence of GBS): 64 % vs 7 %, respectively (p < 0.0001).

A machine learning model using the random forest algorithm
was created to compare and predict characteristics in the end-
points of the reported cases of GBS after COVID-19 vaccination.
Patients who visited an ER or had a doctor visit, were hospitalized,
or died were defined as having worse outcome and were compared
to patients who did not (Fig. 3). The differences in patient charac-
teristics were analyzed and the most important variables explain-
ing the model were identified in a feature importance graph
(Fig. 4).

The rates of the endpoints, including ER or doctor visits, hospi-
talizations and death were calculated for cases of GBS after COVID-
19 vaccination with an onset interval within 6 weeks, and cases
with an onset after 6 weeks. No significant difference was found
between the two groups. The probability of these endpoints occur-
ring was calculated using a logistic function and there was also no
BS events after COVID vaccination.



Fig. 2. Panel A: Using the self-controlled analysis, there was a significant difference in the reporting rate of GBS after COVID-19 vaccination between the risk period, which
was 3 days–6 weeks and control period, which was 7 weeks to 10 weeks, p < 0.0001. The relative risk demonstrates that cases are 34.16 times more likely to occur 6 weeks
after vaccination than the control period which was 11–16 weeks after vaccinations. Panel B: In case centered analysis the relative risk demonstrates vaccination was more
likely to occur 9.14 times in the 3 days to 6-week period than the 7-to-12-week period.
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significant difference found between cases with an onset within
6 weeks and an onset after. Similar results were obtained with
onset interval before and after 10 weeks. However, hospitalization
was 60 % more likely in cases with an onset greater than 12 weeks,
with no significant difference in death. The likelihood of being hos-
pitalized was increased by 19 % with a reported comorbid condi-
tion of coronary artery disease and unchanged with other
conditions, including diabetes mellitus, hypertension, and pul-
monary chronic diseases. For the random forest model scale for
death as end point, age, gender, ER or doctor visit, hospitalization,
recovery, permanent disability, and days after vaccination were
analyzed. The most important.

variables to predict death were age, gender, ER or doctor visit
(Fig. 4). Age was stratified as 18–44, 45–64 and 65+. Females aged
18–44 were more likely to visit a doctor or ER and were more likely
to be hospitalized.

4. Discussion

There is no significant increase of the reporting rate of GBS after
COVID-19 vaccination in the vaccine time period studied: Decem-
ber 1st, 2020, to October 31st, 2021, compared to the historical
incidence of GBS in the general population. The latter incidence
in the UK has fallen during the COVID-19 pandemic [10]. Similar
5794
findings were observed with vaccines other than COVID-19 vacci-
nes, where a significant reduction of reporting rate of GBS after
the vaccine was observed during the pandemic and vaccination
periods compared to the pre-pandemic period. This could be
related to the measures implemented to reduce the transmission
of COVID-19 infection: social distancing, hand washing, mask
wearing, and lockdown measures caused a reduction in COVID-
19 transmission that was paralleled by a prevention of the trans-
mission of pathogens that may trigger GBS such as upper respira-
tory and gastrointestinal infection pathogens [11]. This may reduce
the incidence of an overlooked triggering factor of GBS other than
vaccination.

In our study, several lines of evidence suggest that in some
cases, the association between GBS and COVID-19 vaccination is
not entirely coincidental. Firstly, the increased reporting rate of
GBS within the first 6 weeks after vaccination. 64 % of cases were
reported after 6 weeks of COVID-19 vaccination. Self-controlled
and case centered analyses confirmed a greater relative risk of
GBS within the risk period compared to control period. Similar
results were observed in several studies that suspected or estab-
lished an association between some cases of GBS and vaccination
[12–20]. Secondly, the unbalanced distribution of reporting rate
of GBS during the first 6 weeks after vaccination, with 53 % of cases
reported in the first 2 weeks. We computed a very low likelihood



Fig. 3. Using this matrix, we classify the results of the predictive model. Panel A
represents the ER or Doctor visit model, with a computed accuracy of 76.74%. Panel
B is hospitalizations, with a computed accuracy of 70.54%. Panel C is death, with an
accuracy of 97.67%. As can be seen in panel A, the model was able to accurately
predict which cases would not result in an ER or doctor visit (sensitivity). But lower
accuracy in cases that resulted in a visit (specificity). The same result was true for
death, panel C, as an endpoint. For hospitalization, the model predicted with a high
specificity for cases that would result in hospitalization, but a lower sensitivity, in
identifying cases that did not result in hospitalization.
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that this distribution occurred by chance alone. The peak occur-
rence of GBS was observed in the second week after vaccination
and was followed by a decline to a value close to the incidence
of GBS in the general population in the third to sixth weeks. The
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greatest relative risk of GBS onset after a respiratory infection, a
potential triggering factor, has also been reported in the first
2 weeks after infection [21]. Third, the median onset interval of
GBS is 10 days and is different from non-GBS events which is
1 day. This protracted onset interval could conceivably be
explained by the onset time of production of antibodies and the
time when autoimmunity could occur. Additionally, the low
reporting rate of triggering acute illnesses preceding GBS in
COVID-19 vaccinated patients, which according to the reports
seemed to be at least 10 % of the cases. This reporting rate is close
to the prevalence on acute illness in Swine Flu related GBS investi-
gations: acute illnesses preceded GBS in 33 % of vaccinated patients
compared to 66 % in non-vaccinated cases [16]. These findings sug-
gest that the vaccine may have replaced acute illness as a trigger-
ing factor of some cases of GBS. [14,16].

The low reporting rate of triggering acute illnesses and unbal-
anced distribution of GBS within the first 6 weeks in COVID-19 vac-
cinated patients suggest that some cases of GBS are temporally
associated with COVID-19 vaccination, although no establishment
of causation can be made. Molecular mimicry or other immune
stimulation mechanisms may play a role in mediating GBS after
vaccinations. Previous literature has also linked GBS to influenza
vaccinations [22] and the Gardasil human papilloma virus vaccina-
tion [12]. Case reports and series have already observed associa-
tions between GBS and COVID-19 vaccinations [23–26]. The
antigenicity of vaccine could trigger GBS in predisposed individuals
[12].

The machine learning aspect of this study successfully pre-
dicted hospitalizations and ER, or doctor visits and death with an
accuracy of more than 70 % (Fig. 3). No association between hospi-
talization, ER visits, doctor visits, and death with onset interval of
GBS after vaccination was found, suggesting that the association
between GBS and COVID-19 vaccination is incidental or did not
cause an increase of morbidity and mortality of GBS. Furthermore,
we observed hospitalization was 60 % more likely in cases with an
onset greater than 12 weeks after vaccination and the likelihood
for hospitalization increased by 19 % in patients with coronary
artery disease supporting that the outcome of GBS depends on
comorbid conditions rather than COVID-19 vaccination. Age, gen-
der, ER and doctor visits are the most important predictors of death
and women aged 18–44 years were more likely to be hospitalized.
Similar results were reported by Almufty et al who investigated
adverse effects of COVD-19 vaccines among the Iraqi population.
They identified comorbidity, younger people, and female among
the risk factors for side-effects of COVID-19 vaccination [27].
Younger adults and female gender were reported by several stud-
ies to more likely develop adverse reactions from COVID-19 vacci-
nation [28–31]. Although a more intense immune reaction to
COVID-19 vaccination in young subjects and women compared
to older subjects and men respectively have been proposed as an
explanation, other factors including genetic predisposition, hor-
monal factors, gender-related reporting bias, comorbidities, and
prior COVID-19 infection need to be investigated [27,31].

Our study demonstrated that the likelihood of being hospital-
ized, a potential marker of severe reaction, was increased with
the presence of coronary artery disease and unchanged with other
conditions, including diabetes mellitus, hypertension, and pul-
monary chronic diseases, well-known risk factors of poor progno-
sis of COVID-19 infection [32–34]. This contrast was observed
with bronchial asthma, hypertension, and diabetes as comorbid
conditions and risk factors of adverse reactions of vaccination by
other authors [35]. Larger studies using active surveillance rather
than passive surveillance are needed to clarify the association of
comorbid conditions with COVID-19 vaccination adverse reactions.

The COVID-19 pandemic is currently the largest public health
crisis of the last century, and one of the most important ways of



Fig. 4. This graph demonstrates the importance of each variable of the case of GBS and the percentage of the variance of the data that can be explained by each one. A higher
value means that the feature has a higher impact on the model predicting a death. This indicates the percentage of importance in the classification model. As shown in this
graph, the most important feature of the case, was the patient’s age, which explains 35% of the prediction. Every feature used to train the random forest model is given a value
on this scale. The most important variables were age, gender, and presence of an ER or doctor visit to predict death, with the cumulative sum of these explaining
approximately 75% of the data.
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combatting this has been administration of the COVID-19 vaccine.
Concerns regarding GBS following COVID-19 vaccination may lead
to underutilization of the vaccine and increased hesitancy, possibly
prolonging the pandemic. With the most common reasons being
concerns for safety and side effects, concerns of a rushed process,
and lack of trust in vaccine efficacy [36,37]. In our study, although
there is an increased reporting rate of GBS within the first 6 weeks
after vaccination, it did not exceed 1.7(95 % CI 1.60–1.89) extra GBS
reports per 1 million subjects vaccinated. Similar results were
observed by Frontera et al. who reported <1 GBS case per
1,000,000 vaccine doses [11]. They demonstrated that the ratio of
observed GBS rate reported after COVID-19 vaccination to
expected GBS rate during the acute phase of SARS-CoV-2 infection
was 0.004 and that the chances of having a neurological event after
acute SARS-CoV-2 infection were 617 times higher than that of
after COVID-19 vaccination [11]. These findings support the fact
that the risk of GBS after COVID-19 vaccination is insignificant
compared to the risk of GBS and other neurological complications
after SARS-CoV-2 infection.

This study has the limitation of being based solely on VAERS
data. VAERS is a passive surveillance system which relies on
healthcare professionals, patients, and their caregivers to report
unusual or unanticipated events that occur after administration
of a vaccine. VAERS strengths include prompt reporting of events,
which can increase the speed and processing of vaccine safety
issues, public availability, and the ability to have detailed reports
on what exactly occurred. Due to the inherent nature of passive
surveillance systems, VAERS also has a number of limitations
which include under-reporting, over-reporting, differential report-
ing, lack of background incidence as well as control groups, stimu-
lated reporting which can occur after large media responses, and
lack of validity of report [38]. Importantly, events that occurred
closer to vaccine administration are more likely to be reported
and reports to VAERS are not a sample of all events, and thus cau-
sation is usually not able to be assessed [39]. Furthermore, cases of
GBS triggered by unreported or undiagnosed COVID-19 infection,
other infections, autoimmunity, and other triggering factors cannot
be excluded. The significant reduction of the reporting rate of GBS
after influenza vaccination and other vaccinations during the
COVID-19 pandemic time period without significant reduction in
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the vaccinated rate illustrated the limitation of the VAERS database
in establishing causation: assuming a cause-effect relationship
between vaccines and GBS, no significant variation in GBS after
vaccination is expected in such a short timeframe of the COVID-
19 pandemic time period. The observed significant reduction of
reporting rate of GBS could be related to reduction of other causes
of GBS that are overlooked prior to the COVID-19 pandemic and
masked by the temporal association with vaccination.

This study seeks to add to the body of knowledge surrounding
the association between COVID-19 vaccination and GBS, so that
healthcare providers may explain the risk/benefit ratio to patients
to aid adherence to vaccination guidelines. These findings are in
alignment with other studies supporting the safety and efficacy
of COVID-19 vaccination. Our results warrant continuous and care-
ful analysis of GBS after COVID-19 vaccination. Because of the lack
of a case cohort control group in our study, further controlled and
larger studies using active surveillance to further the association of
GBS after COVID-19 vaccination and elucidate the role of comorbid
conditions and identify the risk factors and prognosis of GBS after
COVID-19 vaccination should be attempted.
Data availability

Data will be made available on request.
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